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Figure 7: The current meter array at 53°N (top) at the exit of the Labrador Sea in its current 
configuration; in the background the mean boundary current from all available LADCP 
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Labrador Current

Fischer et al. 2010 Fischer et al. 2014



LSW transformation and export 

-> Labrador Current is important water mass transformation area 
(Pickart et al. 1997, 2002, Spall and Pickart 2001, Straneo et al. 2002, Cuny et al. 2005, 
Pickart and Spall 2007, Brandt et al. 2007, Spall 2010)

-> rapid export of ULSW into subtropical gyre 
(Schott et al. 2004, Brandt et al. 2007, Rhein et al. 2015)
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However, strongest transformation rates are obtained
at the offshore flank of the deep LC. The regional dis-
tribution of simulated water mass transformation indi-
cates the early start of water mass generation with !" #
27.77–27.80 kg m$3 predominantly in the southern part
of the Labrador Sea at about 55°W near the deep LC
(Fig. 11a). During the first three months of the year
within the southern part of the Labrador Sea, more
than 3000–m layer thickness of water with !" # 27.77–
27.80 kg m$3 is generated locally. In the central Labra-
dor Sea, negative transformation rates indicate a de-
struction of layer thickness of water with !" # 27.77–

27.80 kg m$3 associated with the transformation of
denser water masses (Fig. 11b).

For two boxes, as well as for the entire Labrador Sea,
the transformation rates due to negative buoyancy flux
are compared to the local volume change and horizon-
tal divergence [see section 2b, Eqs. (4) and (5)]. While
Box 1 represents the near–boundary current regime of
the deep LC, Box 2 represents the central Labrador Sea
regime with deepest mixed layer depths during winter
(Fig. 11). The residual marked in Figs. 12 and 13 is then
the sum of the local volume change and horizontal di-
vergence (effective transformation rate) minus the
transformation rate due to negative buoyancy flux. This
residual accounts for other transformation rates, that is,
due to positive surface fluxes, diapycnal diffusion, non-
linearities in the equation of state, as well as numerical
inaccuracies. In particular, this residual may be due to
the assumption made for the calculation of the trans-
formation rate due to negative buoyancy flux; that is,
the buoyancy fluxes act on a given stratification for a
whole day, neglecting in this way effects of lateral/ver-
tical advection/diffusion in the model capable of chang-
ing the stratification during a day. The annual means of
local volume change, horizontal divergence, and trans-
formation rate due to negative buoyancy flux (Sv) for
the three regions and different isopycnal layers are
given in Table 1, where the sum of the first two columns
of each region represents the effective annual mean
transformation rate of the model. Positive values in
Table 1 are associated with the volume increase of a
potential density class in the respective region. Note
that the annual-mean local volume change for all po-

FIG. 11. (a) January and (b) January–March thickness changes
(m) of isopycnal layer !" # 27.77–27.80 kg m$3 due to negative
surface buoyancy flux (color shading) superimposed on barotro-
pic streamfunction (Sv: black contours). Also included are box 1
and box 2 representing the near–boundary current regime and
central Labrador Sea regime, respectively.

FIG. 12. Time series (10-day low-passed) of local volume change
(solid line), horizontal divergence (dotted line), transformation
rate due to negative surface buoyancy flux (dashed line), and
residual (dashed–dotted line) within box 1 marked in Fig. 11 for
!
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Brandt et al. 2007

Jan/Mar LSW thickness change

FLAME



Seasonality of EKE along LC
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2. Beobachtungen
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Abbildung 2.12.: Hier dargestellt sind Zeitreihen der fluktuativen kinetischen Energie, FKE, für die Mes-

skette bei 53 N. Die einzelnen farbigen Abschnitte sind entsprechend der Tiefe des

Gerätes eingefärbt und geben den Anteil eines jeden Strömungsmessers an der tiefenge-

mittelten Energie wieder, der die absolute Länge eines Balken entspricht. Die schwarze

Linie repräsentiert das Ergebnis einer harmonischen Analyse, die durch den Jahresgang

erklärte Varianz ist in Prozent angegeben. Nähere Erläuterung siehe Text.
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Pickart et al. 2002

FEBRUARY 2002 449P I C K A R T E T A L .

FIG. 17. Vertical sections of alongisobath current (cm s�1) from the LADCP (dashed contours are equatorward), for the western end of
the three hydrographic lines (see Fig. 7). Transport calculations were done over the length of each section. (a) Section 1; (b) Section 2; (c)
Section 3; (d) average of the three sections (see text for explanation of averaging); (e) standard error of the average velocity (gray shading
denotes regions where the average is not significantly different from zero).

toward the center of the basin, it brings with it ‘‘pure’’
Irminger properties, with a freshwater cap. As it travels
seaward it will experience an erosion of properties due
to mixing and also be subject to greater air–sea forcing
(Fig. 2). Both of these increase the likelihood that con-
vection will occur within the feature, resulting in a warm
and salty mixed layer compared to the ambient water.
Since the eddy population is likely higher at the northern
line, this could explain the unexpected trend in the lat-
eral distribution.

The pool of cold water seaward of the western con-
tinental slope is where the densest/coldest/freshest LSW
is being formed, that is, the gyre product. This is most
clearly seen in the density map (Fig. 12c). Interestingly,
the location and lateral extent of the dense pool is very
similar to that observed in February of 1978 by Clarke
and Gascard (1983), even though that winter was weaker
and mixed layers were shallower. In strong winters (i.e.,

stronger than 1997) deep convection likely occurs over
a greater portion of the Labrador Sea [e.g., to the south-
east (Pickart et al. 1997b)]. However, the convection is
evidently most predisposed to occur in a limited area
of the sea. This is discussed further in section 6. As
with density, the lateral distribution of mixed layer depth
(Fig. 12d) shows an isolated region of large values.
However, there is a subtle but important difference:
there are some deep mixed layers present over the Lab-
rador continental slope inshore of the densest water. In
fact, deep convection also occurred directly within the
western rim current, hence forming the boundary prod-
uct, a lighter/warmer/saltier version of classical LSW.
The two products can be seen in vertical plan view in
Fig. 8 (stations 93–104 are the gyre product; stations
105–108 are the boundary product). In the lateral maps
the two products are denoted by different colored sym-
bols (see caption to Fig. 12).
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Research questions

1) Why does the Labrador    
Current become unstable 
in late winter and what 
kind of instability is at 
work?

2) How do the oceanic 
background conditions 
contribute?



Data / Model / Method
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- moored current data in Labrador Current (K6, K7, K8 
see Fischer et al. 2004, Cuny et al. 2005)

- 1/12° north Atlantic ocean model from the Family of 
Linked Atlantic Model Experiments (FLAME) 

- non-geostrophic linear stability analysis to investigate 
the stability problem 



FLAME Model
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- 1/12° -> dx = 4 - 5 km 
- 45 non-equidistant vertical levels
- primitive equations, hydrostatic
- forcing: clim. monthly mean wind 
and surface fluxes

- Czeschel (PhD 2005) improved 
hydrography and deep convection 

-> realistic mixed layer depths

- Brandt et al. (2007) studied 
transformation and export of 
Labrador Sea Water 

Brandt et al. 2007

VC!t" # !
V

C!t" dV, !2"

as the total volume of water that was ventilated in the
prescribed region (north of 52°N and west of 43°W)
between time t # 0 (1 January) and the time t.

The ventilation tracer concentration in a certain lo-
cation represents a ratio of ventilated water volume to
total volume; that is, for a concentration of 1 only ven-
tilated water was present at this location and for a con-
centration of 0 no ventilated water reached this loca-
tion. Based on this consideration, we define

FA!t" # !
A

C!t"!!!t" dA !3"

as the transport of ventilated water through a section,
where $! is the cross-section velocity component. The
resulting flux can be divided into different %& classes.
For each %& class, the section segment A is defined as
that area of the section occupied by water between up-
per and lower bounds in %& .

2) PATHWAYS OF VENTILATED LSW

The second question addresses the pathways of ven-
tilated LSW out of the Labrador Sea. Pathways of ven-
tilated LSW can be inferred qualitatively from the evo-
lution of the ventilation tracer. Additionally, we apply a
Lagrangian drifter method to elucidate these pathways
explicitly. Drifter trajectories are calculated backward
in time using daily velocity fields from the model out-
put. The fields are interpolated in space and time, and
the trajectories are calculated using a variable time step
depending on local velocity. Some 100 000 Lagrangian
drifters are deployed every five days at the slanted 53°N
section running across the deep LC from 53°N, 52°W to
54°N, 49°W (see Fig. 1b). Each drifter is assigned a
constant transport as follows: The section is divided
into segments. The product of cross-section velocity
component $ i! and the area Ai # 'xi ( 'zi of section
segment i is the transport Mi # Ai ( $ i! through that
section segment. Within each section segment i, ni drift-
ers are distributed homogenously. Each drifter j in sec-
tion segment i carries a transport mj # $j!Ai /ni (Döös
1995), where $i! is linearly interpolated between neigh-
boring grid points. The numbers of drifters in different
section segments are chosen such that each drifter car-
ries approximately the same transport mj; that is, a
large (small) amount of drifters is deployed in section
segments with large (small) cross-section velocities fol-
lowing Blanke and Raynaud (1997).

The instantaneous transport of ventilated water
through the 53°N section then is the sum of all transport

FIG. 1. (a) Simulated mixed layer depth (m; color shading) su-
perimposed on barotropic streamfunction (Sv; isolines) during
March and (b) concentration of the idealized ventilation tracer in
the %& range 27.77–27.80 kg m)3 during May; (a) also shows the
chosen limits for the Labrador Sea region, i.e., the 52°N and the
43°W section, and (b) shows the LC section at about 53°N and the
WOCE AR7W section running across the deep Labrador Sea, as
well as the locations of moorings K1 and K2 (white stars).

APRIL 2007 B R A N D T E T A L . 949

Fig 1 live 4/C

mixed layer depth March
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- baroclinic >> barotropic transfer terms 
(Eden and Böning, 2002)

-> focus on baroclinic 
instability problem

Unstable Labrador Current

- EKE due to high frequency wind forcing?  
(Morsdorf, 2001) 

- monthly mean winds to exclude high-
frequency winds as a direct source of 
EKE (Eden and Böning, 2002)

- Pickart et al. 1997 studied uLSW 
eddy formation process in four-layer 
primitive equation model 

2. Beobachtungen
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Abbildung 2.12.: Hier dargestellt sind Zeitreihen der fluktuativen kinetischen Energie, FKE, für die Mes-

skette bei 53 N. Die einzelnen farbigen Abschnitte sind entsprechend der Tiefe des

Gerätes eingefärbt und geben den Anteil eines jeden Strömungsmessers an der tiefenge-

mittelten Energie wieder, der die absolute Länge eines Balken entspricht. Die schwarze

Linie repräsentiert das Ergebnis einer harmonischen Analyse, die durch den Jahresgang

erklärte Varianz ist in Prozent angegeben. Nähere Erläuterung siehe Text.
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FIG. 8. A sequence of snapshots of relative vorticity (106 s�1) and velocity (arrows) in 107-m depth in the Labrador Sea in steps of 12 days, starting at 16 Jan. Note that only every second
grid point is shown for velocities.

DECEMBER 2002 3361E D E N A N D B Ö N I N G

FIG. 16. (a),(b) The energy transfer rates from mean potential energy to eddy kinetic energy, vertically averaged from 100- to 400-m
depth, in the Labrador Current (LC); units: 10�10 m2 s�3 for (a) autumn season (OND) and (b) winter season (JFM). Shaded are only regions
in which the mean kinetic energy exceeds values of 300 cm2 s�2, which coincide roughly with the core of the deep branch of the LC.
Contoured are the zero line for the transfer term (black) and the 1000- and the 2000-m isobaths (red). (c) The mean (3-yr mean) seasonal
cycle of the meridional variance (filtered with a 1-month Hanning window) of the anomalies of the zonal velocity at 55�W in 100-m depth
as a proxy for the seasonal cycle in EKE (cm2 s�2). Note that this section is also denoted in (b).

mask a potential signal of ‘‘convective’’ eddies gen-
erated locally during or after phases of deep winter
mixing. Moreover, the lateral eddy mixing important
for the detrainment and restratification processes or-
chestrating the renewal of Labrador Sea Water may
effectively be governed by the predominant variability
associated with the ‘‘WGC eddies.’’

b. Discussion

The agreement of the model results with observations
provides a good basis to investigate the sources and the
role of this variability. The reproduction of the observed
seasonal cycle in EKE by a model forced with monthly
mean surface fluxes indirectly supports the conclusions
of SBD that direct effects of synoptic wind variability
are of very small amplitude, recognizable only in areas
of very weak background EKE (i.e., EKE resulting from
instability processes). Similar levels of EKE as in the
present model (except for the moderate maximum in the
LC, see below) were also obtained in the exp. by Smith
et al. (2000), which included forcing by synoptic wind
stress variability. The relation between changes in the
(monthly mean) forcing, the strength of the WGC and
the EKE in the present model solutions suggests that
the apparent correlation between the EKE in the Lab-
rador Sea and the high frequency (synoptic) variance of
the wind field found by previous studies (White and Tai
1995; Stammer and Wunsch 1999) can be interpreted
as an indirect impact of the mean annual cycle in the
basin-wide wind stress curl and heat fluxes on the
strength of the WGC.

While in most parts of the ocean and its boundary

currents baroclinic instability appears to be the most
important mechanism in generating mesoscale eddy ac-
tivity (e.g., Beckmann et al. 1994), the present model
results suggest barotropic instability of the WGC at its
separation from Greenland’s shelf near Cape Desolation
as the main source of EKE in the Labrador Sea. We
may, somewhat heuristically, argue that the dominance
of energy transfer by Reynolds interaction work against
the mean shear is related to the narrowing of the to-
pographically guided WGC near Cape Desolation.
There, the 1000- and 3000-m isobaths come as close as
a couple of kilometers together; the induced increase in
the vertical extent of the WGC, and corresponding de-
crease in width at this point, leads to locally strong
horizontal shears sufficient for the occurrence of bar-
otropic instability. Since this mechanism involves an
intimate, local interaction of the boundary current with
the topography at this point, it would appear interesting
to test the robustness of this aspect of the present model
solution by inspection of other high-resolution simu-
lations, which might well differ in numerical details of
the topography implementation.

The moderately enhanced EKE along the LC in our
model results is not present in the experiment by Smith
et al. (2000). It is also not obvious in the altimeter SSHA
patterns (note, however, that this feature is also absent
in the diagnosed SSHA from NON-VISCOUS-12). The
use of different parameterizations for subgrid-scale mix-
ing (harmonic versus biharmonic in the case of Smith
et al. 2000) can apparently not explain this difference:
Our preliminary 1⁄12� model experiment using bihar-
monic mixing (BIHARM-12) shows very similar results
when compared with NON-VISCOUS-12 with respect
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- growth rate of baroclinic waves

- larger growth rates -> more 
unstable waves

- growth rate depends on 
Richardson number (Eady 1949)

- non-geostrophic baroclinic 
instability problem (Stone 1966, 1970, 
1971,1972)

- growth rate correlates with EKE 
(Stammer, 1997, Chelton et al. 2007)

3 Methods

winter when the ML is deeper (see Fig. 25). In Figure 10 example background condi-

tions from the FLAME simulation during winter are shown and the resulting growth

rates as predicted by the linear stability analysis. The Ekman component within the

upper most grid boxes has been removed leaving the geostrophic background veloc-

ity. Furthermore the vertical resolution has be increased to 1 m as well as the same

smoothing as for the shallow mode has been applied. Linear stability analysis predicts

maximum growth rates at k = 0 and l =∞, which is called ultraviolet catastrophe and

can be associated with symmetric instabilities (see Fig. 10). The maximal growth rates

are found at zero phase velocity, which shows that these solutions are not real waves as

in the other modes described above, where the largest growth rates are associated with

real phase speeds. The FLAME and the MITgcm are hydrostatic and consequently not

able to simulate symmetric instability and slantwise convection. However, the LC be-

comes unstable indeed and thus the process does not seem to be essential for the break

down of the LC. It is suspected that symmetric instabilities and slantwise convection

might play an important role in the LC within the real ocean. Hydrographic measure-

ments from Pickart et al. (1996) revealed negative absolute potential vorticity within

the LC during winter pointing to symmetric instabilities and slantwise convection. For

the stability analysis performed in this study only instabilities arising at Richardson

numbers above 1 are analyzed, to avoid symmetric instabilities.
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Figure 11: Influence of the Richardson number on the growth rate of linear baroclinic waves. Growth
rates in 1/day from linear stability analysis for submesoscale regimes (a). The growth rates in 1/day
estimated via the formula from Stone (1966, 1970) (b). A constant Coriolis parameter of f0 = 10−4 1

s
and a depth scale h of 500 m is chosen.
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1.2 Types of instabilities

1.2.5 Baroclinic instability

Baroclinic instabilities are vertical shear instabilities, which take their energy from
the available potential energy and transfer it into EKE. Eady (1949) investigated the
problem of baroclinic instability for a rotating, vertically uniform sheared and stratified
flow at large Richardson numbers and small Rossby number4 (Ro). It is important to
note, that beside this simplification of constant vertical shear and stratification, Eady
(1949) furthermore assumed a constant Coriolis parameter f . Despite these ad hoc
simplifications, studies using satellite altimetry (Stammer , 1997; Chelton et al., 2007)
reveal that the approximate Eady growth rate, based on hydrographic data, is well
correlated with EKE (Smith, 2007). An important finding of Eady (1949) was, that
the fastest growing waves are found at ks = 1.6, where ks is the scaled wavenumber
given by ks = k · N · h/f and h denotes the depth scale, N the vertical stratification
and f the Coriolis parameter. The Eady growth rate of the fastest growing wave can
be estimated directly by the following formula5:

ωeady ≈ 0.3
M2

N
= 0.3

f
∂u
∂z

N
= 0.3

f√
Ri

where M2 = By = g
ρ0

∂ρ
∂y is the lateral density gradient, which is in thermal wind

balance.

Stone (1966, 1970) used hydrostatic and Stone (1971) non-hydrostatic equations to in-
vestigate the non-geostrophic baroclinic instability problem by allowing finite Richard-
son numbers. The author showed that the results from Eady (1949), can be used
when applying a small modification. The growth rate ω can be estimated by using the
following formula, where f is the Coriolis parameter and Ri the Richardson number.

ωstone = f

�
5
54

1 + Ri
≈ 0.3 · f√

1 + Ri

Molemaker et al. (2005) investigated the non-geostrophic baroclinic instability problem
in the context of loss of balance. The instability analysis at Richardson numbers of
O(1) reveals two distinct baroclinic instability modes: The first one is the classical
geostrophic mode, which has the largest growth rates and is mostly balanced. This
mode is also called Eady mode for small Richardson numbers as the modification of
the Eady solution is only minor. The main differences to the Eady problem are a shift
towards smaller scaled wavenumbers, which means larger horizontal scales compared to
the length scale used for scaling. The second mode is the non-geostrophic mode, which
has smaller growth rates compared to the geostrophic mode. Figure 5, taken from

4The Rossby number (Ro) is a dimensionless number describing the ratio of inertial to Coriolis force

terms, defined by Ro = U/(fL), where U is a typical horizontal velocity and L a typical horizontal

length scale.
5The formula as well as a more detailed description of the Eady solution can be found in “Ocean

Dynamics, 2011” by Dirk Olbers, Jürgen Willebrand and Carsten Eden (p. 261 ff.).
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Linear stability analysis for sub-meso-scale regimes

Consider the following set of equations

∂tu+ u ·∇u− fv + fhw = −∂xp

∂tv + u ·∇v + fu = −∂yp

∂tw + u ·∇w − fhu = −∂zp+ b

∂tb+ u ·∇b = 0

c−2
s
∂tp+∇ · u = 0

The pressure term in the continuity equation, which is related to sound waves with speed
cs, is neglected in the Boussinesq approximation but kept here for later use. No other
approximation was used, except that constant f was assumed. Now we linearize for a
basic state u = U +u�, b = B + b�, p = P + p� with U = (U1(z), U2(z), 0)T which satisfies

fU1 = −∂yP , fU2 = ∂xP , − fHU1 = −∂zP + B, U1∂xB + V2∂yB = 0, ∂xU1 + ∂yU2 = 0

This yields after linearization, and dropping primes

(∂t +Uh ·∇)u = −∂xp+ fv − w(fh + U �
1)

(∂t +Uh ·∇)v = −∂yp− fu− wU �
2

(∂t +Uh ·∇)w = −∂zp+ b+ fhu

(∂t +Uh ·∇)b = −ufU �
2 + vfU �

1 − w∂zB

c−2∂tp = −∇ · u

with fU �
2 = ∂xB and fU �

1 = −∂yB. Constant coefficients in x any y only for U ��
1 = 0

and U ��
2 = 0; we may assume that. Lateral and vertical friction and diffusion can be

added on demand. Boundary conditions are w = 0 at z = −h, 0 and ∂p/∂z = 0 at
z = 0,−h. In case of topographic variations the lower kinematic boundary condition
becomes w = −u ·∇h at z = −h. Note that U ·∇h = 0 follows. Now we look for solutions
u = u0(z) exp i(ωt− kx− ly), ... and obtain

ωu0 = u0(kU1 + lU2) + kp0 − ifv0 + iw0(fh + U �
1)− iAv∂zzu0 + iAh(k

2 + l2)u0

ωv0 = v0(kU1 + lU2) + lp0 + ifu0 + iw0U
�
2 − iAv∂zzv0

ωw0 = w0(kU1 + lU2) + i∂zp0 − ib0 − ifhu0

ωb0 = b0(kU1 + lU2) + iu0fU
�
2 − iv0fU

�
1 + iw0N

2
0 − iKv∂zzb0

ωp0 = c2(ku0 + lv0 + i∂zw0)

This can be written as an eigen system at each level z in matrix form with the amplitude
vector a(z) = (u0, v0, w0, b0, p0)T as

ωa(z) = M (z)a(z)

1

Set of equations:

momentum

buoyancy 
continuity 

- similar to non-geostrophic stability analysis of Stone (1971)

- slightly more general, more details in Thomsen et al. 2014 or 
Brüggemann and Eden 2014
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Linearize: 
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�
2 − iv0fU

�
1 + iw0N

2
0 − iKv∂zzb0

ωp0 = c2(ku0 + lv0 + i∂zw0)

This can be written as an eigen system at each level z in matrix form with the amplitude
vector a(z) = (u0, v0, w0, b0, p0)T as

ωa(z) = M (z)a(z)

1

basic state + first order pertubation equation

-> look for wave solutions: 

- eigen system, discretize and solve it numerically for 
given wavenumbers k and l:
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- imaginary part of eigenvalue -> growth rate

- real part of eigenvalue -> phase velocity

- positive growth rate -> growing waves

- pick fastest growing wave solution 
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Consider the following set of equations

∂tu+ u ·∇u− fv + fhw = −∂xp

∂tv + u ·∇v + fu = −∂yp

∂tw + u ·∇w − fhu = −∂zp+ b

∂tb+ u ·∇b = 0

c−2
s
∂tp+∇ · u = 0

The pressure term in the continuity equation, which is related to sound waves with speed
cs, is neglected in the Boussinesq approximation but kept here for later use. No other
approximation was used, except that constant f was assumed. Now we linearize for a
basic state u = U +u�, b = B + b�, p = P + p� with U = (U1(z), U2(z), 0)T which satisfies

fU1 = −∂yP , fU2 = ∂xP , − fHU1 = −∂zP + B, U1∂xB + V2∂yB = 0, ∂xU1 + ∂yU2 = 0

This yields after linearization, and dropping primes

(∂t +Uh ·∇)u = −∂xp+ fv − w(fh + U �
1)

(∂t +Uh ·∇)v = −∂yp− fu− wU �
2

(∂t +Uh ·∇)w = −∂zp+ b+ fhu

(∂t +Uh ·∇)b = −ufU �
2 + vfU �

1 − w∂zB

c−2∂tp = −∇ · u

with fU �
2 = ∂xB and fU �

1 = −∂yB. Constant coefficients in x any y only for U ��
1 = 0

and U ��
2 = 0; we may assume that. Lateral and vertical friction and diffusion can be

added on demand. Boundary conditions are w = 0 at z = −h, 0 and ∂p/∂z = 0 at
z = 0,−h. In case of topographic variations the lower kinematic boundary condition
becomes w = −u ·∇h at z = −h. Note that U ·∇h = 0 follows. Now we look for solutions
u = u0(z) exp i(ωt− kx− ly), ... and obtain

ωu0 = u0(kU1 + lU2) + kp0 − ifv0 + iw0(fh + U �
1)− iAv∂zzu0 + iAh(k

2 + l2)u0

ωv0 = v0(kU1 + lU2) + lp0 + ifu0 + iw0U
�
2 − iAv∂zzv0

ωw0 = w0(kU1 + lU2) + i∂zp0 − ib0 − ifhu0

ωb0 = b0(kU1 + lU2) + iu0fU
�
2 − iv0fU

�
1 + iw0N

2
0 − iKv∂zzb0

ωp0 = c2(ku0 + lv0 + i∂zw0)

This can be written as an eigen system at each level z in matrix form with the amplitude
vector a(z) = (u0, v0, w0, b0, p0)T as

ωa(z) = M (z)a(z)

1

eigen system, amplitude vector a(z), eigenvalue omega 
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1) model delivers 
basic state: 
U(z), V(z), N(z)

2) LSA predicts: 
growth rate 
for different 
wave solutions

3) maximum 
growth rate -> 
dominant wave 
number

4) pertubation 
quantities
u(z), v(z), b(z) ...
and EKE(z) 

- EKE scaling according to Killworth (1997), Eden (2011, 2012), Vollmer and Eden (2013)
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- 2D fields of growth rate, 
wavelength, phase speed,  
- 3D fields of u',v', EKE, 
eddy fluxes, ...shoreline) growth rates aremuch smaller or even vanish.
Farther downstream of the LC, the growth rates reach
maximal values of about 1 day21. In contrast, the growth
rates along the LC are about 3 times smaller in September.
Figures 8c and 8d show the associated EKE during
March and September at around 100-m depth. In
March, EKE reaches 250 cm2 s22 within the LC, while
in September the EKE is much weaker with maximum
values of around 50 cm2 s22. Both the timing and mag-
nitude of the changes in growth rate and EKE thus agree
well with both the model simulation and the observa-
tions shown in Fig. 2. Further, the growth rates and EKE
are enhanced along the whole LC in March, in agree-
ment with both model and observations. This suggests
that the EKE maximum in late winter is produced lo-
cally along the whole LC due to the interior mode, that
is, due to baroclinic (balanced) instability. Wavelengths
between 25 and 50 km (i.e., between 1 and 2 times the
Rossby radius) are predicted along the LC for the in-
terior mode in March (not shown). This is in good agree-
ment with the first wave-like disturbances found in the
model simulation. Note that in March wavenumbers are
slightly smaller than in September. A shift toward
smaller wavenumbers points to ageostrophic effects
for Ri 5 O(1), which we indeed find in winter as shown
next.
Stratification, vertical shear, and the resulting

Richardson numbers determine the growth rate of the
interior mode. Thus, these variables are discussed here
in more detail for the near-surface LC to explain the
timing of the instabilities. Figure 9 shows the monthly-
meanN and S, as well as the Ri along 57.68N taken from
FLAME for different months of the year. The transect
is marked in Fig. 1. The seasonal cycle inN, S, and Ri is
related to the local ML variations and the advection of
convective water masses from the interior LS. Because

of increasing wind-induced turbulence, the ML starts
to deepen slightly already in September (not shown).
The ML further deepens in October and November,
but the water masses below the ML are still strongly
stratified resulting in Ri ! 1 below the ML. In late
winter, however, weak stratification is also found
below the ML depth with a maximum value of about
N5 53 1023 s21 in March and no clear pycnocline can
be identified anymore, which was present in fall and
early winter. This erosion of the pycnocline is caused
by a combination of lateral advection of ventilated
water and local surface heat fluxes.
In January, Ri starts to decrease significantly to

values below 10 in the upper offshore part of the
shelfbreak LC because of a decrease in N and an in-
crease in S. Both the decrease inN and the increase in S
are related to the approach of ventilated, much denser,
and weakly stratified waters from the interior LS. The
lowest Richardson numbers in the LC can be found in
February and March. Because of strong vertical shear
and weak stratification in the upper 200m, Richardson
numbers well below 10, even close to 1, are reached. In
April, the restratification starts because of the local
surface warming and the lateral cross-stream mixing
induced by the instabilities. The restratification due to
strong positive surface heat fluxes accelerates inMarch,
but Richardson numbers around 10 are still found in
the depth range of 100m due to the continuing pres-
ence of strong vertical shear. Only in late summer and
autumn are the Richardson numbers large anywhere in
the subsurface LC due to a combination of weak shear
and strong stratification. Note that the vanishing N
close to the bottom occasionally leads to low Ri-
chardson numbers as seen in Fig. 9, however, without
any seasonal cycle or consequence on the instabilities
of the LC.

FIG. 8. (a),(b) Predicted growth rates in FLAME of the interior mode (day21), and (c),(d) its related EKE at
around 100-m depth (cm2 s22) during March (a),(c) and September (b),(d) in the southwestern LS. The U and V at
velocity grid points and N2 interpolated on these points are taken as background values.
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Results 
Linear stability analysis



Interior, shallow and symmetric mode 

can be characterized as a baroclinic (balanced) mixed
layer instability at small Ri, and is called the shallow
mode. Figure 6 shows this shallow mode for January-
mean values of background flow and stratification taken
from FLAME at the velocity grid point closest to the
position of K6. Here, we use for the numerical linear
stability analysis a higher vertical resolution than for the
interior mode of 1m, that is, much higher than the ver-
tical resolution of the circulation model. We also restrict
the analysis to the upper 200m of the water column,
because repeating the analysis with deeper profiles does
not change the shallow mode considered here (cf. also
Fig. 7). This can be explained by almost vanishing ver-
tical velocities of the shallowmode below the thermocline,
such that the (approximate) lower boundary condition
w 5 0 at z 5 200m becomes appropriate. The velocity
and stratification profiles from the model simulation
have also been smoothed with a running mean over a
depth range of 12m, and the linear stability analysis was
used without any lateral friction and diffusion. The shear
due to ageostrophic Ekman flow in the upper two grid
boxes was removed, in order to stay consistent with the
linear stability analysis, where a geostrophically balanced
background flow was assumed.
Different from the interior mode that exhibits a global

maximum of the growth rates in wavenumber space
(Fig. 5a), the shallowmode (red cross in Fig. 6a) appears
as a saddle point. This is because Ri becomes smaller

than one in the mixed layer—as seen in Fig. 6e—which
leads to the existence of symmetric instabilities with
larger growth rates than both interior and shallow modes
for large cross-flow wavenumbers. We note that applying
a threshold to N to prevent an Ri smaller than one
eliminates the symmetric mode. The shallow mode be-
comes a global maximum of the growth rates at an al-
most identical position in wavenumber space as the red
cross in Fig. 6a (not shown) with, however, slightly
smaller maximal growth rates due to the increased Ri.
The symmetric mode is discussed in the next section;
here, we first concentrate on the shallow mode.
The growth rates of the fastest growing shallow mode

are .3 day21 in Fig. 6a and thus larger than the ones of
the interior mode. As for the interior mode, the wave
vector of the shallow mode is parallel to the background
velocity, pointing also to an Eady-type baroclinic in-
stability, but the along-flow wavelength of the shallow
mode is O(1 km), that is, much smaller than the one of
the interior mode. The lateral scale of the shallow
mode is close to the ML deformation radius, defined as
NMLhML/f, where NML and hML are the Brunt–V!ais!al!a
frequency and depth of the mixed layer, respectively.
The phase velocity of the shallow mode is 0.56m s21

(i.e., much faster than the one of the interior mode). In
contrast to the interior mode, the velocity amplitudes of
the shallow mode show loadings almost exclusively in
the ML, but have—because of the much smaller lateral

FIG. 7. Interior, shallow, and symmetricmodes atK6 for background shear and stratification taken fromMarch-mean
values in FLAME. Shown are the (a) growth rate (day21) and (b) phase velocity (ms21), as a function of the along-flow
wavenumber k (m21) for cross-flow wavenumbers l 5 0m21 (black) and 0.02m21 (red). The U and V at velocity grid
points closest to the mooring positions and N2 interpolated on these points are taken as background values. The
background flow and planetary vorticity gradient are rotated by 228 in anticlockwise direction, such that V becomes
minimal. (c)–(e) The eigenfunctions of u and y for the interior, shallow, and symmetric modes, respectively.
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Interior mode

- wavelength ~ 30 - 45 km as in model
- surface intensified EKE structure as in observations and 
model
-> responsible for enhanced EKE in model simulations
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Unstable Labrador Current in March
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absolute velocity and u,v vectors in 10m m12d15
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Predicted growth rates and EKE

shoreline) growth rates aremuch smaller or even vanish.
Farther downstream of the LC, the growth rates reach
maximal values of about 1 day21. In contrast, the growth
rates along the LC are about 3 times smaller in September.
Figures 8c and 8d show the associated EKE during
March and September at around 100-m depth. In
March, EKE reaches 250 cm2 s22 within the LC, while
in September the EKE is much weaker with maximum
values of around 50 cm2 s22. Both the timing and mag-
nitude of the changes in growth rate and EKE thus agree
well with both the model simulation and the observa-
tions shown in Fig. 2. Further, the growth rates and EKE
are enhanced along the whole LC in March, in agree-
ment with both model and observations. This suggests
that the EKE maximum in late winter is produced lo-
cally along the whole LC due to the interior mode, that
is, due to baroclinic (balanced) instability. Wavelengths
between 25 and 50 km (i.e., between 1 and 2 times the
Rossby radius) are predicted along the LC for the in-
terior mode in March (not shown). This is in good agree-
ment with the first wave-like disturbances found in the
model simulation. Note that in March wavenumbers are
slightly smaller than in September. A shift toward
smaller wavenumbers points to ageostrophic effects
for Ri 5 O(1), which we indeed find in winter as shown
next.
Stratification, vertical shear, and the resulting

Richardson numbers determine the growth rate of the
interior mode. Thus, these variables are discussed here
in more detail for the near-surface LC to explain the
timing of the instabilities. Figure 9 shows the monthly-
meanN and S, as well as the Ri along 57.68N taken from
FLAME for different months of the year. The transect
is marked in Fig. 1. The seasonal cycle inN, S, and Ri is
related to the local ML variations and the advection of
convective water masses from the interior LS. Because

of increasing wind-induced turbulence, the ML starts
to deepen slightly already in September (not shown).
The ML further deepens in October and November,
but the water masses below the ML are still strongly
stratified resulting in Ri ! 1 below the ML. In late
winter, however, weak stratification is also found
below the ML depth with a maximum value of about
N5 53 1023 s21 in March and no clear pycnocline can
be identified anymore, which was present in fall and
early winter. This erosion of the pycnocline is caused
by a combination of lateral advection of ventilated
water and local surface heat fluxes.
In January, Ri starts to decrease significantly to

values below 10 in the upper offshore part of the
shelfbreak LC because of a decrease in N and an in-
crease in S. Both the decrease inN and the increase in S
are related to the approach of ventilated, much denser,
and weakly stratified waters from the interior LS. The
lowest Richardson numbers in the LC can be found in
February and March. Because of strong vertical shear
and weak stratification in the upper 200m, Richardson
numbers well below 10, even close to 1, are reached. In
April, the restratification starts because of the local
surface warming and the lateral cross-stream mixing
induced by the instabilities. The restratification due to
strong positive surface heat fluxes accelerates inMarch,
but Richardson numbers around 10 are still found in
the depth range of 100m due to the continuing pres-
ence of strong vertical shear. Only in late summer and
autumn are the Richardson numbers large anywhere in
the subsurface LC due to a combination of weak shear
and strong stratification. Note that the vanishing N
close to the bottom occasionally leads to low Ri-
chardson numbers as seen in Fig. 9, however, without
any seasonal cycle or consequence on the instabilities
of the LC.

FIG. 8. (a),(b) Predicted growth rates in FLAME of the interior mode (day21), and (c),(d) its related EKE at
around 100-m depth (cm2 s22) during March (a),(c) and September (b),(d) in the southwestern LS. The U and V at
velocity grid points and N2 interpolated on these points are taken as background values.
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-> 3 times higher growth rates of interior mode in March 
compared to September
-> enhanced local EKE production in Labrador Current 
during March 
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Background 
conditions

- weak stratification 
- enhanced vertical shear 

-> small Richardson 
numbers (Ri < 5) in late 
winter

-> growth rates of 
baroclinic waves increase 
(Eady 1949, Stone 1970)

FIG. 9. Seasonal cycle of monthly-mean (left) buoyancy frequencyN (s21), (middle) vertical shear
(s21), and (right) the logarithm of Ri 5 N2/S2 along 57.68N from FLAME. Also shown is the
alongshore velocity component [solid white lines (m s21) with contour interval of 0.1m s21].
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Back to the questions
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1) Why does the Labrador Current become 
unstable during late winter and what kind of 
instability is at work?

-> interior mode is the balanced mode of 
baroclinic instability at small Richardson 
numbers (Stone 1970)



Back to the questions
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2) How do the oceanic background conditions 
contribute?

-> combination of weak stratification and 
enhanced vertical shear result in small 
Richardson numbers in late winter 

-> local EKE production in Labrador Current by 
baroclinic instability at small Richardson numbers 



Baroclinic mixed layer instabilities
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646 VOLUME 28J O U R N A L O F P H Y S I C A L O C E A N O G R A P H Y

FIG. 8. The evolution of temperature at a depth of 65 m for days 3, 6, and 9 of experiment 3. The
switch over from small-scale gravitational convection to finite amplitude baroclinic instability and
geostrophic turbulence is clear.

drostatic parameter, n. Marshall et al. (1997a) show that
the condition for nonhydrostatic dynamics is that

n � Ri Ro k 1,

where Ro is the Rossby number. We observe a transition
from nonhydrostatic plume dynamics through baroclinic
instability modified by nonhydrostatic effects to hydro-
static baroclinic instability as the lateral scale expands—

see Table 2 of Marshall et al. (1997a) where typical values
of n are presented in a range of numerical simulations that
span the hydrostatic to nonhydrostatic regime.

4. Buoyancy transfer by baroclinic eddies
Here we quantitatively assess the eddy transfer oc-

curing in our mixed layer and the way it modifies the

Haine and Marshall 1998

Boccaletti et al. 2007 

main novelty of the analysis is the addition of a moving
interface at z ! "H(y) that separates the ML from the
stratified interior through a buoyancy jump #B and
an associated velocity jump #U (via the Margules rela-
tion). This boundary condition represents the sud-
den jump in stratification and shear typically found at
the ML base and visible in Fig. 2. Equations and bound-
ary conditions are discussed in detail in appendixes B
and C.

Assuming that the buoyancy jump at the ML base is
larger than the buoyancy variations within the ML, the
nondimensional basic state for the velocity and buoy-
ancy in the ML is

U$z% ! z & L and B$y, z% ! z " Ri"1y. $4%

Without loss of generality we choose a reference system
moving at a constant velocity #U, thereby confining the
jump in velocity to the ocean interior and keeping only
the sheared component in the ML equations. The non-
dimensionalization follows Stone (1971) and is summa-

rized in Table 1. The external parameters are the iner-
tial time scale f"1, the ML velocity scale U, the mean
ML depth H0, and the ML buoyancy frequency N2. The
associated nondimensional parameters are the bulk Ri-
chardson number, Ri ! N2H2/U2, and the Prandtl ratio,

FIG. 4. Schematic of the mean state. The ML is represented as
a fluid with a linear stratification in y and z. A jet with constant
vertical shear U(z) is in thermal wind balance with the horizontal
stratification By. The ML base is represented by a density jump
between the weakly stratified boundary layer and the stratified
ocean interior. The ML base has a mean tilt Hy.

FIG. 3. (bottom) Stability analysis of the mean shear and buoyancy shown in Fig. 2. The instability is
dominated by two distinct modes: an interior instability with wavelength close to the first internal
deformation radius of O(50 km) and an MLI peaking at wavelengths close to the ML deformation radius
of O(1) km. (top left) The interior instability has a vertical structure spanning the whole thermocline
depth and represents the baroclinic instability that generates the mesoscale eddy field (Eady 1949). (top
right) The MLI is confined to the ML and represents restratification due to ageostrophic instability
within the ML (Stone 1971).
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Interior, shallow and symmetric mode 

can be characterized as a baroclinic (balanced) mixed
layer instability at small Ri, and is called the shallow
mode. Figure 6 shows this shallow mode for January-
mean values of background flow and stratification taken
from FLAME at the velocity grid point closest to the
position of K6. Here, we use for the numerical linear
stability analysis a higher vertical resolution than for the
interior mode of 1m, that is, much higher than the ver-
tical resolution of the circulation model. We also restrict
the analysis to the upper 200m of the water column,
because repeating the analysis with deeper profiles does
not change the shallow mode considered here (cf. also
Fig. 7). This can be explained by almost vanishing ver-
tical velocities of the shallowmode below the thermocline,
such that the (approximate) lower boundary condition
w 5 0 at z 5 200m becomes appropriate. The velocity
and stratification profiles from the model simulation
have also been smoothed with a running mean over a
depth range of 12m, and the linear stability analysis was
used without any lateral friction and diffusion. The shear
due to ageostrophic Ekman flow in the upper two grid
boxes was removed, in order to stay consistent with the
linear stability analysis, where a geostrophically balanced
background flow was assumed.
Different from the interior mode that exhibits a global

maximum of the growth rates in wavenumber space
(Fig. 5a), the shallowmode (red cross in Fig. 6a) appears
as a saddle point. This is because Ri becomes smaller

than one in the mixed layer—as seen in Fig. 6e—which
leads to the existence of symmetric instabilities with
larger growth rates than both interior and shallow modes
for large cross-flow wavenumbers. We note that applying
a threshold to N to prevent an Ri smaller than one
eliminates the symmetric mode. The shallow mode be-
comes a global maximum of the growth rates at an al-
most identical position in wavenumber space as the red
cross in Fig. 6a (not shown) with, however, slightly
smaller maximal growth rates due to the increased Ri.
The symmetric mode is discussed in the next section;
here, we first concentrate on the shallow mode.
The growth rates of the fastest growing shallow mode

are .3 day21 in Fig. 6a and thus larger than the ones of
the interior mode. As for the interior mode, the wave
vector of the shallow mode is parallel to the background
velocity, pointing also to an Eady-type baroclinic in-
stability, but the along-flow wavelength of the shallow
mode is O(1 km), that is, much smaller than the one of
the interior mode. The lateral scale of the shallow
mode is close to the ML deformation radius, defined as
NMLhML/f, where NML and hML are the Brunt–V!ais!al!a
frequency and depth of the mixed layer, respectively.
The phase velocity of the shallow mode is 0.56m s21

(i.e., much faster than the one of the interior mode). In
contrast to the interior mode, the velocity amplitudes of
the shallow mode show loadings almost exclusively in
the ML, but have—because of the much smaller lateral

FIG. 7. Interior, shallow, and symmetricmodes atK6 for background shear and stratification taken fromMarch-mean
values in FLAME. Shown are the (a) growth rate (day21) and (b) phase velocity (ms21), as a function of the along-flow
wavenumber k (m21) for cross-flow wavenumbers l 5 0m21 (black) and 0.02m21 (red). The U and V at velocity grid
points closest to the mooring positions and N2 interpolated on these points are taken as background values. The
background flow and planetary vorticity gradient are rotated by 228 in anticlockwise direction, such that V becomes
minimal. (c)–(e) The eigenfunctions of u and y for the interior, shallow, and symmetric modes, respectively.
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Summary
- interior mode L = O(30 - 45 km) has similar wavelength 
as first wave like disturbances in the model simulation

- weak stratification and enhanced vertical shear result in 
small Richardson numbers in the Labrador Current during 
late winter

-> growth rates of baroclinic waves increase 

-> local EKE production in Labrador Current due to 
baroclinic instability at small Richardson numbers
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Conclusion
- climate and coarse-resolution ocean models are not 
able to simulate the instability process along the Labrador 
Current

- frontal exchange processes might be underrepresented 
even in high-resolution ocean models as shallow / 
symmetric mode claim for even higher resolution

-> or better parametrizations of eddy fluxes 
(e.g. predict eddy fluxes with linear stability analysis (e.g. 
Eden 2011, 2012, Vollmer et al. 2013)
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balance. (Effects of weaker stratification will be inves-
tigated below.)

The system (7) is discretized in the vertical using
standard finite differences on a staggered grid (appen-
dix A). This leads to a generalized eigenvalue problem
that may be quite large depending on the number of
points used in the grid. Previously, authors have re-
ported difficulties in obtaining positive, but small eigen-
values (i.e., weak instabilities) for this problem (cf.
Stone 1970). This is due to the nearly singular behavior
of the coefficients of the equations when the growth
rate (i.e., the real part of !) becomes very small. Since
the resulting matrix is sparse and we are only interested
in a few, largest eigenvalues, we use a Krylov subspace
method, Jacobi Davidson Q–Z (Sleijpen and van der
Vorst 1996) to solve for the most unstable eigenmodes.
Although a direct method (e.g., Q–Z; Golub and Van
Loan 1996) solves for all eigenvalues and eigenmodes,
the computation time for this algorithm increases as the
cube of the order of the matrix and therefore becomes
unusable for large grids. Krylov methods do not scale
with a fixed rate of the matrix order, but instead depend
in a nonanalytical way on the size, condition number,
and eigenvalue spectrum of the matrix. For many prob-
lems, a Krylov method is usable for matrix sizes where
direct methods have long become impractical.

The largest resolution we have used in the vertical is
9192 grid points. The solution of a single eigenvalue
problem of this size for the four largest eigenvalues
takes approximately 5 cpu seconds on a Cray J90.

3. Unstable modes

Following Stone (1970), Fig. 1 shows the perturba-
tion growth rate as a function of the streamwise wave-

number l for several values of the cross-stream wave-
number k. There are two distinct types of unstable
mode for each k, which we will show in section 4 are
appropriately called geostrophic and ageostrophic
types. Note that, for these values of Ro and ", the geo-
strophic instability has a somewhat larger growth rate
and occurs on a larger horizontal scale, relative to the
ageostrophic instability. The geostrophic instability
mode is the most familiar one from previous analyses: it
remains strong as Ro ! 0, and it is associated with an
inflection point (i.e., a change of sign of the horizontal
gradient of the basic state potential vorticity, which in-
volves the vertical boundary conditions in this uniform
shear flow; see below).

There are modest differences between Fig. 1 and Fig.
2 in Stone (1970) as a result of our inclusion of nonhy-
drostatic effects for finite ". The nonhydrostatic effects
on the geostrophic modes are small; for example, for
" # 1 the maximum growth rate is reduced by only 5%.
For the ageostrophic modes, however, the effect is

FIG. 1. Growth rate, Re(!), for Ro # Ri$1/2 # 1 and " # 1 as
a function of streamwise wavenumber l for several values of cross-
stream wavenumber k. Solid and dashed lines indicate, respec-
tively, the geostrophic and ageostrophic types of instability.

FIG. 2. Growth rate, Re(!), of the ageostrophic instability mode
for Ri # 2 (Ro # 1/%2) as a function of streamwise wavenumber
l for several values of cross-stream wavenumber k: (a) " # 1.0 and
(b) " # 0.0 (the hydrostatic limit).
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Shallow and symmetric mode

- shallow mode with lateral scales of O (1 km) 
-> submesoscale variability (Boccaleti ...
- symmetric instabilities arise at Ri < 1 (Haine ..., Straneo et 
al. 2002)
- both modes remain unresolved in 1/12° simulations

and found this grid also appropriate for the linear sta-
bility analysis. However, sharp gradients in the vertical
shear or stratification in the ML (Fig. 6) can lead to
unstable modes resulting from grid noise, which are not
physically meaningful. In the circulation model, the grid
noise modes are damped by lateral and vertical friction
and diffusion, which we have also applied in the linear
stability analysis (see appendix). The effect of friction
and diffusion on the interior mode is small however; the
calculations for the interior mode are repeated with
friction comparable to the friction used in the model
simulations andwithout friction; changes in growth rates
and vertical structure functions are within a few percent.
Note that we have also excluded the influence of topog-
raphy. The possible impact of topography is discussed in
the last section.
Table 1 shows the growth rates and wavelengths of the

interior mode at K6 using monthly-mean stratification
and shear from FLAME for all months. The interior
mode is present year-round but has its maximum growth
rate in March, where we also see the maximum in EKE
at K6 both in the observations and the model. From
November to February growth rates are also enhanced,

while during the rest of the year, growth rates are much
smaller, except for May where a local maximum is
present.
The wavelength of the interior mode agrees with

a qualitative comparisonwith the wavelength seen in the
model simulation during the initial instability of the LC
shown in Fig. 4. From wavelength and phase speed, we
calculate a wave period of about 1.8 days of the most
unstable wave related to the interior mode at K6 in
March. This is at least in qualitative agreement to
the spectral estimate of velocity fluctuations in both the
mooring data and the model simulation, although the
spectral estimates show also enhanced variance at larger
periods, pointing toward an inverse energy cascade in
the turbulent flow. We therefore conclude that the in-
terior mode is responsible for the instability of the LC in
the model simulation and speculate that this might also
be the case in the observations.

b. Shallow mode

For a typical monthly-mean profile of background
shear and stratification of the shelfbreak LC, a further
mode is present. It is related to the weakly stratifiedML,

FIG. 6. The (red cross) shallow and (black cross) symmetric modes at K6 for background shear and stratification taken from January-
mean values in FLAME. Shown are the (a) growth rate (day21), (b) phase velocity (m s21), (c) monthly-mean background velocity
U (solid) and V (dashed) (m s21), (d) background N (s21), and (e) Ri. The red line in (e) indicates Ri 5 1. (f) Velocity perturbations u
(solid) and y (dashed) of the shallow mode (m s21) and (g) the corresponding variables for the symmetric mode. The wavenumbers in
(a),(b) are scaled with the mixed layer Rossby radius (see text for definition). The U and V at velocity grid points closest to the mooring
positions and N2 interpolated on these points are taken as background values.

TABLE 1. Growth rate J(v) and wavelength l of the interior and shallow modes at K6 from monthly-mean background shear and
stratification from FLAME. The U and V at velocity grid points closest to the mooring positions and N2 interpolated on these points are
taken as background values for the linear stability analysis.

Unit Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

J(v), interior day21 0.81 0.85 0.94 0.50 0.73 0.18 0.22 0.34 0.34 0.34 0.69 0.76
J(v), shallow day21 3.36 3.06 3.03 3.13 3.49 3.47 3.47 3.05 3.30 2.66 3.30 2.95
l, interior km 39 46 43 30 35 33 39 41 42 43 34 30
l, shallow km 1.5 2.3 1.8 0.4 0.6 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.6 1.2 0.9
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